
PAPER AIRPLANE DESIGN RESEARCH

On the graphic at the top of this page, there are two paper airplane designs shown: Paper Airplane #1 (PA-1), in blue at
the lower right, and Paper Airplane # 2.

Label lift and drag. However, their construction material produces a number of dissimilar effects on flight
performance in comparison with aircraft built from different materials. Collins and Joe Ayoob. The developers
were hoping that China or Russia will back further efforts on the project. Previously, paper model aircraft had
been designed without an emphasis on performance in flight. If one is turned up and the other down, and the
rudder is fixed straight, the aircraft will roll. Make sure you launch the planes the same way each time. The
Science Behind Paper Airplanes Depending on the aerodynamic design, paper airplanes can fly fairly far and
glide through the air with ease. Yabe, C. Activity 4 â€” Duration Flyer Now that you have experience flying
paper airplanes, it is time to try a series of specific challenges. Using a calculator, average the time and the
distance of this plane. Actual aircraft configurations scenario Flight performance on bungee is very good - one
glider in particular, a scale model U-2 in the last book of the series had demonstrated flight performance in
excess of meters, on bungee hook launch. Mathews, lecturer in Thermodynamics at the University of the
Witwatersrand , South Africa published his first compendium of high-performance model aircraft. While not
an autogyro per se, this paper model aircraft class falls within the general design of a paper model helicopter,
and does possess a rotational flight element producing lift during forward flight. After experimenting with
paper airplanes, the student is ready to move up to more challenging aircraft such as wooden or styrofoam
gliders. We have an old copy of this Championship Paper Planes book. The Bungee system publish parallels,
at a smaller scale, the practice used in radio controlled and full-size sailplane launches, at a fraction of the cost
and complexity. We simply threw our planes, but it would also be fun to use a paper airplane launcher like this
one from Frugal Fun for Boys and Girls. Perhaps it began with the invention of paper by the Chinese. In ,
origami artist Michael LaFosse designed a pure origami one sheet; no cutting, glue or staples Nishiguchi, and
I.


